
 

  

 
 
 
   

Program Guide  
Week 36                                  

        

               
Sunday August 28th, 2016 

 
5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 

(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   
 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Premier League - Tottenham v Liverpool - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live coverage 

of the biggest league in the world. (Sport) (Football)   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The Bowls Show - The Bowls Show program features a mix of highlights of the sport's 

biggest events, including the Australian Premier League, Australian Open, and Australian 
Indoor Championships, and segments on coaching, clubs, social bowls, and high 
performance aspects with integration of Australian Jackaroos talent in each episode. 
(From Australia) (Sport)   

 
2:00 pm Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor 

Sport) CC   
 
4:00 pm Cycling: InCycle - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. 

Hosted by Michael Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC   
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4:30 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)   
 
5:00 pm Small Business Secrets - Take a look at how writing code is becoming a girl thing; see 

how one woman is forging ahead with her family business in the male-dominated taxi 
sector; and Mia Freedman shares how she turned her redundancy into a media empire. 
(S.1 Ep.5) (An SBS Production) CC **New Episodes** 

 
5:30 pm The Hollywood War - Star Wars - Answering President Roosevelt's call, Hollywood's 

eight major studios devoted their resources and their talents to the war effort. Drama, 
documentaries, cartoons: thousands of films were produced, meant either for the general 
public or for the different branches of the military. (Part 2 of 3) (From France, in English) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A,V) CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm The Real Noah's Ark - The story of Noah's Ark and the Great Flood is one of the most 

iconic and universal stories in all human history; one of the most important stories for 
three of the world's great religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Now, an astonishing 
recovery is challenging everything thought known about this Biblical legend. Dr Irving 
Finkel, armed with a 4000-year-old tablet, teams up with a group of maritime 
archaeologists and attempts to build the vessel that inspired the Biblical Ark. (From the 
UK) (Documentary) G CC **Documentary Premiere** 

 
8:30 pm Shakespeare's Tomb - To coincide with the 400th anniversary of William Shakespeare's 

death, Cambridge historian Helen Castor and a team of archaeologists embark on the first 
ever investigation of Shakespeare's grave. They discover if there's truth to the rumours 
that his grave, which carries a curse, has been tampered with. They explore a Victorian 
story that Shakespeare's skull was stolen by trophy hunters; a trail that leads to a mystery 
skull stashed in a crypt beneath a church. 400 years after Shakespeare’s death, this 
programme aims to separate the fact from the folklore. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Class. tba) CC **Documentary Premiere** 

 
9:35 pm The Secret History Of ISIS - In a decade-long campaign to change the course of world 

history through extreme acts of violence, ISIS has been called the most dangerous 
terrorist group in history. Frontline traces the growth of ISIS while investigating the 
repeated warnings of the threat by senior global policy makers. Drawing on interviews with 
senior officials, newly uncovered documents, audio recordings and jihadist videos, this 
documentary asks why the American government didn't recognise the threat in time to 
effectively counter what would become a deadly challenge to global security. (From the 
US) (Documentary) (Class. tba) CC  **Documentary Premiere** 

 
10:35 pm Miracle Landing On The Hudson - With exclusive access, this program goes inside 

Captain Chesley Sullenberger’s historic landing of US Airways Flight 1549 on the Hudson 
River. Through extraordinary first-person accounts, “Miracle Landing on the Hudson” 
reveals the raw drama of what it was like to be inside the cabin during the emergency 
crash-landing, and tells a true story of heroism of the people who survived the 
unsurvivable. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   
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MOVIE: 

12:15 am Happy  Happy - Kaja lives a happy, content life in Norway. An eternal optimist, she is 
oblivious to her husband’s secret homosexuality despite ignoring her needs in the 
bedroom. Her happy world is shaken up when a seemingly perfect couple move in next 
door, but she soon discovers nothing is as good as it seems. (From Norway. in 
Norwegian) (Movie) (Comedy) (2010) (Rpt) M(S,N)   

 
 MOVIE: 
1:45 am The Admiral - A sweeping historical epic, The Admiral tells the story of Alexander 

Kolchak, who briefly became the supreme ruler of Russia during the Russian Civil War. 
Married to Sofia, Kolchak nevertheless falls in love with Anna, the wife of a friend and 
fellow officer. Although Kolchak and Anna initially try to resist their passion and are 
separated in the chaos of the Revolution, they eventually unite in Siberia, where Kolchak 
is fighting the Bolsheviks. Directed by Andrei Kravchuk and stars Konstantin Khabensky, 
Elizaveta Boyarskaya and Sergei Bezrukov. (From Russia, in Russian and French) 
(Drama) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (V)   

 
4:00 am Nature's Classroom: An Australian Outback Adventure - This documentary follows a 

trip undertaken by the Marescot family - father and nature filmmaker Luc, biologist mother 
Myriam and their three young children. Luc's long hours on the road, travelling and filming, 
meant he was missing his children grow up. So he convinced Myriam to pack up with their 
kids and go on a seven month journey from Africa to Australia. The couple’s hope was 
that their skills plus the strange wonders of nature would teach their children things that no 
school could offer. (From France, in French and English) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
5:45 am France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.   
 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.   
 
2:00 pm Andre Rieu: Magic Of The Waltz - From an early age, Andre Rieu knew there was 

something magical about waltz music. Defining this magic and making it accessible for 
everyone became his life's mission so he was crowned by his audiences as 'King of the 
Waltz'. Magic of the Waltz presents the most beautiful and enchanting waltzes, selected, 
curated, performed, and sometimes composed by Andre himself. Highlights include: 
'Windsor Waltz', written for Queen Elizabeth II's 90th birthday; 'Blue Danube', 'Edelweiss', 
and 'And the Waltz Goes On'. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch & English) (Arts) (Rpt) CC 

 
3:40 pm SBS Flashback - Flashback On Everyone Loves a Wedding - The Sequel - Lisa and 

Richa - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing to marry 
outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated with 
such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.16) (An SBS Production) (Rpt) PG CC   
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3:50 pm Coast - To discover the pure pleasure of seaside leisure, the Coast team seek out the 

ideal locations to enjoy their personal passions and experience the joy of the coast. Nick 
Crane heads to his beloved Western Isles in Scotland to attempt a daunting, long-coveted 
mountaineering challenge on the Isle of Skye. Poet and storyteller, Ian McMillan seeks 
creative inspiration in the painter's paradise of St Ives. Tessa Dunlop takes the plunge into 
the glamorous history of British lidos, those temples of sun-worshipping pleasure which 
sprang up in the 1930s. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)    
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigella Express - Season's Eatings - Forget the big day this is a snap of a great meal 

for those all important days around it. From drinks and nibbles when the guests arrive 
through to a simple, delicious no effort dinner and fabulous going home gifts. First up, for 
that inner glow it has to be Nigella's Holiday Hotcake, with lashings of egg nog cream for 
the grown ups. Doubling up as gifts and get ahead goodies, its sweet spiced peaches and 
chocolate pistachio fudge. And to get the party started Nigella’s favourite Christmas 
cocktail frothy snowball with delicious spicy popcorn aplenty, to satisfy even the seasoned 
nibbler. And to round it all off, a substantial and festive glazed gammon and hearty, roast 
butternut squash sprinkled with pecans and morsels of blue cheese. (S.1,Ep.13) (From 
the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - To Sir, With Love - Sir John Cockburn arrives at St George's 

with acute abdominal pain. Medics think that the 89-year-old could have 'Triple A', an 
abdominal aortic aneurysm, which can prove fatal. Meanwhile, 68-year-old Mick and wife 
Linda have been involved in a head-on car crash. Mick took the brunt of the impact and 
has multiple inuries from top to toe that could be life changing. Ten-year-old Niall is 
brought to A&E after falling eight feet out of a tree on a family picnic. He's broken his arm 
so badly it looks like a banana. (S.8 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. 
tba) CC **New Season**  

 
8:30 pm Yeti: Man, Myth Or Beast? - Scientist Mark Evans is on a mission to find a rational 

explanation for the mysterious Himalayan biped known as the yeti. He begins in a remote, 
Himalayan valley where marauding bears have attacked villagers, then moves to the 
once-forbidden Kingdom of Upper Mustang on Nepal's wild Tibetan frontier. In a twisting 
tale, Mark weighs up the evidence from nomads, monks and mountaineers, before coming 
back with new, untested remains from both bears and 'yetis'. Will the DNA finally solve the 
world’s most intriguing zoological puzzle? (From the UK) (Documentary) (Class. tba) CC 
**Documentary Premiere** 

 
10:15 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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10:50 pm The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best 

action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production) 
CC    

 
11:20 pm Spiral - Herville strives to endear himself to the police commissioner, who's eager to have 

a case resolved for positive publicity. Gilou steps in with a daring suggestion that 
threatens to backfire. Stephane Jaulin finds himself under increasing pressure as number 
one suspect. In court, Josephine goes head-to-head with the famous Eric Edelman, who is 
defending the two policemen accused of manslaughter and corruption. (S.4 Ep.5) (From 
France, in French) (Drama Series) (Class. tba) **New Double Episodes** 

 
12:20 am Spiral - While pursuing the raiders, police find new evidence which could shift the focus 

off the double murder investigation. Pierre Clement presses an increasingly inflexible 
Judge Roban to free his client. Having been successfully represented by Josephine in 
court, young Laetitia Ribeiro is acquitted and finally leaves prison to return to life on her 
estate. Determined to turn over a new leaf, she soon finds out that her options are 
tragically limited and is roped into a criminal plan. (S.4 Ep.6) (From France, in French) 
(Drama Series) (Class. tba) **New Double Episodes** 

 
 MOVIE: 
1:20 am The Truck - Chul-min, who is a simple truck driver, takes on an unusual delivery job to 

raise money for his daughter's operation. During his journey he picks up a stranded police 
officer who claims to be on the trail of a serial killer. But when Chul-min unravels the real 
identity of his passenger, his nightmare begins. Directed by Kwon Hyung-jin and stars Yu 
Hae-jin, Jin Goo and Lee Jun-ha. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Thriller) (2008) (Rpt) 
MA(V)   

 
3:00 am Clown - Frank's Cool Vacation - Casper, Frank, Iben and Mia are going on vacation. 

Due to a fight, the girls drive to the summer cottage alone. On their way there, Frank and 
Casper pick up a couple of young hitchhiking girls. Then, after being stung in the groin bye 
a jellyfish, Frank is unable to take advantage of Mia's ovulation. (From Denmark, in 
Danish) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M   

 
3:30 am Coppers - Territorial Support Group - At a time of budget cuts, low morale and soaring 

crime, frontline police officers give an insight into what they really think about the job they 
do. This episode joins the officers of Nottinghamshire Police’s Territorial Support Group 
(TSG) as they fight crime across the county from their van, which doubles as an 
office/canteen/home/cell. The TSG officers are specially trained to deal with public order - 
including football violence, demonstrations and anti-social behaviour – as well as warrants 
and searches. The officers play a cat and mouse game with the tiny hardcore minority of 
football fans determined to engage in violence with rival supporters. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, wild trout from a Tasmanian 
lake; Lebanese pastry; indigenous native quandongs; a spicy Korean cabbage pickle; and 
a South African braai feast. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm The Celtic Tenors: Homecoming - With a polished international reputation and over a 

million album sales under their belts, The Celtic Tenors offer something truly unique. They 
have the skill, range and ability of world-class tenors combined with the personality and 
fun of genuine performers. Their Homecoming concert was filmed in the National Concert 
Hall in Dublin in advance of a subsequent sell-out US Tour. (From Ireland, in English) 
(Arts) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 pm SBS Identity - Shadi and Adam - As a multicultural nation, there is an ongoing 

discussion about what it means to be Australian today. Born in the Middle East, to a 
Palestinian family, Shadi migrated to Australia 6 years ago and says Australia gave him 
the freedom to be himself. Working as an accountant in Melbourne, he found love when 
he met Adam online. While Shadi considers himself a Muslim, he’s found his soulmate in 
his Australian atheist partner. (From Australia) (Produced by SBS) (Documentary Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   
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3:05 pm Years Of Living Dangerously - True Colours - Olivia Munn profiles climate-conscious 

Governor Jay Inslee of Washington State, discussing the issues he's faced since being 
elected. Meanwhile, 'New York Times' columnist Mark Bittman probes New Jersey 
Governor Chris Christie on the topic of man-made climate change during the rebuilding of 
his state's coastline in the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy. Christie once acknowledged 
the scientific consensus on climate change, but steadfastly refused to discuss it during the 
rush to rebuild. (From the USA) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:05 pm Operation Maneater - Mark travels to Western Australia, where seven people have been 

killed by sharks in the last three years. Authorities have implemented radical measures to 
catch and kill any shark they deem a threat. Evans wants to find non-lethal solutions to 
keep people - and sharks - safe. He enters the water to attach tracking tags to great 
whites; joins beach patrol teams searching for sharks; and tests a new “multi-spectral” 
camera that spots sharks from the air even when they are hidden several meters 
underwater. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)   
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigellissima - The essence of Italian food, like Nigella’s style of cooking, is simplicity and 

informality. In this series she shows how easy it is to bring the spirit of Italy into the kitchen 
and onto the plate using ingredients available in any supermarket. In this first episode, 
Nigella introduces us to her love of Italian food through Sicilian pasta with tomatoes, garlic 
and almonds. There's a mid-week family feast of tagliata - a juicy steak cut into thin slices 
- served with crisp, fluffy Tuscan fries. Plus Nigella's 'eggs in purgatory' - a late night fiery 
dish inspired by her early party days in Florence. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Food Series) 
G   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Royals Who Rescued The Monarchy - Queen Mary - Queen Mary always put duty first. 

But after King George died, she took centre stage. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC  

 
8:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
9:30 pm Dateline - A world of daring stories - Dateline is an award-winning current affairs program 

bringing you the unexpected from every corner of the globe. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
10:00 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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10:30 pm The Legacy - The Legacy is the story of four grown-up siblings who squabble over the 

division of their mother’s estate. She was a world-famous artist, with both wealth and 
loucheness to match, so the kids have three different fathers. At the end of season one, 
younger daughter Signe had finally and conclusively inherited her mother’s house, 
Gronnegaard, while younger brother Emil was rotting in a Thai prison on drugs charges. 
(S.2 Ep.1) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) M(S,L,A) **New Double 
Episodes** 

 
11:35 pm The Legacy - Gro asks Frederik to accompany her to Thailand to see Emil in prison. 

Though he still hasn't forgiven Emil for his affair with Solveig, he eventually looks at the 
case and unearths photographs that seemingly prove his innocence. Meanwhile, as Signe 
struggles with her farm an unexpected visitor appears whose arrival could change the 
family dynamic entirely. (S.2 Ep.2) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) M(S,L,A)  
**New Double Episodes** 

 
12:40 am Wallander - The Sad Bird - When a restaurateur is abducted, Wallander's investigation 

leads him to suspect the Malmö police might be involved. (S.3,Ep.6) (From Sweden, in 
Swedish) (Drama Series) M(L) CC   

 
2:25 am The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Adrian Edmondson explores the Dales from below 

when he meets caving expert Dave Gallivan and delves underground near Horton-in-
Ribblesdale. Plus, estate agent Brian Carlisle gears up for his first open-water swim at 
Semerwater, and self-styled `ethical entrepreneur' Izzy Lane embarks on a scheme to 
rescue battery hens and use their eggs in a new food brand. (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:50 am The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Carol Mellin takes part in the prestigious World 

Sheep Dog Trials, and Adrian Edmondson catches up with trainer Simon West as he 
prepares one of his older horses for a race. Plus, Neil and Jane McNair, who bought and 
renovated a disused watermill in Bainbridge, discuss the 10-month restoration project. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:20 am The Dales With Ade Edmondson - Adrian Edmondson is shown how to repair a dry 

stone wall by local expert Dave Tait. Liz Bielby, the wedding co-ordinator at World 
Heritage site Fountains Abbey and Studley Royal, prepares for her own big day, while 
Margaret Wooler opens her five-acre garden in Skipton to the public, hoping to raise 
money for the National Garden Scheme. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:50 am The Dales With Ade Edmondson - In the season finale, Adrian Edmondson returns to 

Swaledale, North Yorkshire, where the Owens are looking forward to youngest son Miles' 
first day at school and preparing for a night away from Ravenseat Farm to make a guest 
appearance at a photography exhibition in Reeth. Estate agent Brian Carlisle takes on the 
role of auctioneer for a monthly event at Hawes village hall, while vicar Ann Chapman 
holds a harvest festival for her parishioners. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Final) (Rpt) G 
CC   

 
4:20 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Nuevo Latino cuisine; a sticky 
South African sweet; Spanish chorizo; tips from a knife-sharpener; and an outback feast in 
the Northern Territory. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:55 am Poh & Co. - Poh & Co. invites you into the always delicious world of acclaimed cook, artist 

and lover of life - Poh Ling Yeow. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) G CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Hermitage Revealed - To celebrate its 250th anniversary, this documentary tells the story 

of one of the world’s greatest museums, from its foundation by Catherine the Great, 
though to its status today as a breathtakingly beautiful complex which includes the Winter 
Palace. Showcasing a vast collection of the world’s greatest artworks together with 
contemporary art galleries and exhibitions, it holds over 3 million treasures and world 
class masterpieces in stunning architectural settings. This is its journey from Imperial 
Palace to State Museum, encompassing a sometimes troubled past, surviving both the 
Revolution in 1916 and the siege of Leningrad by the Nazis in 1941-44. (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:00 pm Dateline - A world of daring stories - Dateline is an award-winning current affairs program 

bringing you the unexpected from every corner of the globe. (An SBS Production) CC   
 
3:30 pm Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person 

stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC   
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4:30 pm Lions On The Move - Join the wildlife expert Kevin Richards on a move of a different 

kind, when 28 lions, 14 hyenas and four black panthers get a new home. The huge task 
ahead includes planning and designing the new enclosures, a sanctuary on the edge of 
Dinokeng, a South African game reserve spanning 18,000 square metres. Permits must 
be secured and then once all of the inventory is complete, it’s time to convince the animals 
that it’s time to move. (From Austria and South Africa) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigellissima - Nigella Lawson's mission to show how easy it is to bring the spirit of Italy 

into the kitchen continues as she shares the secrets of her celebratory, yet simple, Italian 
roast chicken, served alongside a sunny saffron orzotto. Dessert comes courtesy of 
Nigella's surprisingly easy coffee ice cream, inspired by lazy days spent in the ice cream 
parlours of Florence, and an extra treat is presented in the form of a chocolate olive oil 
cake. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) G CC  

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Great American Railroad Journeys - Brooklyn To Montauk - From Manhattan, Michael 

follows his Appleton's General Guide east to Long Island. Beginning in Brooklyn, he hears 
the moving story behind the construction of the world's first steel suspension bridge high 
above the East River. He travels through New York City's first subway, the Brooklyn Navy 
Yard, and follows in the footsteps of thousands of early 20th century holiday makers to 
Coney Island. In East Hampton he discovers home, sweet home, before his journey at the 
Montauk lighthouse on Long Island's eastern most tip. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) CC    

 
8:35 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - Lean On Me - 66-year-old Gerald is rushed to St George’s by 

air ambulance after falling ten feet from his loft, through his bannisters and then down two 
flights of stairs. He has a serious head wound and medics are concerned he could have 
suffered neck and spinal injuries. (S.7 Ep.12) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) M(A) 
CC    

 
9:30 pm 24 Hours In Emergency - One Fine Day - Unprecedented access to one of Britain's 

busiest emergency departments. In the first episode of the new series, St George’s 
trauma team fight to save the life of a young woman after a horrific motorbike accident. 
29-year-old dental nurse Kerry arrives from Essex by emergency air ambulance on the 
hospital’s new helipad as a ‘code red’ patient. She was riding her motorbike when she lost 
control and crashed. Meanwhile 11-year-old Luke is brought into the department after 
suffering a prolonged epileptic seizure. Luke has a form of complex epilepsy that has left 
him with severe learning difficulties. (S.6,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
M(A,L) CC   

 
10:30 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   
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11:00 pm How Safe Are My Drugs? - More people are taking a wider range of drugs than ever 

before. BBC Radio One's DJ B meets users and dealers to find out how much they really 
know about their drugs, and whether they're safe. After a decade working in some of the 
biggest clubs in the world, DJ B worries many people don't have any idea what they're 
taking. With exclusive access to high profile clubs in Britain and Ibiza, she explores why 
drug-related deaths in the UK have suddenly increased. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) MA(D,A) **Drugs Season** 

 
 MOVIE: 
12:00 am Qissa - Umber is a Sikh who loses everything during the separation of India in 1947, and 

leaves his homeland. He obsessively wishes for a male heir. When his fourth daughter is 
born, he decides to raise her as a son. (From India, in Punjabi) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) 
M(N,A,V)   

 
 MOVIE: 
2:00 am Shaolin - Set in the early 20th century, China is plunged into strife as feuding warlords 

fight to expand their power. General Hou is at the centre of the struggle with his violent 
and ruthless tactics that rarely discriminate between soldiers and civilians. When Hou is 
betrayed by fellow general Cao Man, he is forced into hiding, and takes refuge with the 
monks at their hidden mountain temple. Nominated for four Hong Kong Film Awards in 
2012. Directed by Benny Chan and stars Andy Lau, Nicholas Tse and Jackie Chan. (From 
China, in Mandarin and Cantonese) (Martial Arts) (2011) (Rpt) M(A,V) 

 
4:25 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Hungarian cheese strudel in 
the far north; seafood at Wategos Beach in Byron Bay; oyster shucking on the Gold 
Coast; and an imperial Chinese banquet in Victoria. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Contact - Peter Marlow: Margaret Thatcher - This new series focuses on a different 

photographer each episode from the iconic agency Magnum, and an iconic sequence of 
images shot on a particular assignment. This episode examines a photograph of Margaret 
Thatcher, 'The Iron Lady', who governed the UK for 11 years. The photo taken by Peter 
Marlow, during the Conservative Party Congress in 1981, will turn out to be the most 
representative portrait. (From Italy, in English) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC 

 
2:30 pm Cathedrals Of Culture - If buildings could talk, what would they say about us? Robert 

Redford and Wim Wenders find out. Cathedrals of Culture offers six startling responses to 
this question. This project about the soul of buildings allows six iconic and very different 
buildings to speak for themselves, examining human life from the unblinking perspective 
of a man-made structure. Six acclaimed filmmakers bring their own visual style and artistic 
approach to the project. Buildings, they show us, are material manifestations of human 
thought and action. Cathedrals of Culture explores how some of the world's greatest 
landmarks reflect our culture and guard our collective memory. (From France, in English) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:05 pm World War I's Tunnels Of Death - The Killing Fields - At Messines in Belgium, bomb 

disposal specialists work alongside archaeologists on WWI’s biggest archaeological dig. 
During the war this was one of the killing fields of the Western Front and 100 years later 
the ground is still littered with unexploded shells, grenades and ammunition. Held by the 
British in 1914, Messines was captured by German troops, including a young Adolf Hitler, 
and for nearly three years the two opponents faced each other in trenches. (Part 1 of 2) 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
4:05 pm The Great Escape: Secrets Revealed - A team of engineers and archaeologists join 

forces with some of the original survivors, to unearth, for the first time, the secrets of the 
most famous wartime escape in history. On the night of March 24, 1944, 76 allied airmen 
escaped from the North Compound of Stalag Luft III, a supposedly 'escape-proof' POW 
camp in what is now Western Poland. This was the 'Great Escape', one of the most iconic 
and thrilling stories in military history. (Part 2 of 2) (From Canada) (Documentary Series) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)    
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigellissima - Nigella shares the secrets of delicious Italian-inspired food. She treats her 

friends to an Italian-style supper of pork loin stuffed with parma ham and oregano, served 
alongside her speedy mock mash and lazy person's vignarola - a recipe based on the 
traditional Roman spring stew of broad beans, peas and artichokes. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the 
UK) (Food Series) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm World's Greatest Food Markets - Mexico City - Follow one of Britain’s most charismatic 

market traders, Roger Barton “the bastard of Billingsgate”, as he follows his dream of 
visiting and trading in the world’s greatest food markets. The Central de Abasto is the 
world’s largest food market. Feeding Mexico City, a megacity with a population of 21 
million people, 400,000 Mexicans make a living from this market everyday. Can one 
Englishman join them and do the same? (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) 
M(L) CC   

 
8:30 pm Luke Nguyen's Street Food Asia - Saigon, Vietnam - In this new series, Luke embarks 

on a Southeast Asian culinary exploration of an array of mouth-watering street food 
delicacies throughout Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. In this first episode, 
Luke begins his adventure in his family's home city of Saigon, Vietnam. Early in the 
morning, Luke ventures into the hustle and bustle of market life looking for a traditional 
vermicelli noodle dish topped with grilled pork and herbs. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) 
(Food Series) G CC **New Series Premiere**   
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9:00 pm Destination Flavour Down Under - Northern Western Australia: Cape Leveque - 

Following on from his cook’s tour through Japan, Adam Liaw returns to the screen to give 
Australia and New Zealand the Destination Flavour treatment. In this gastronomic road trip 
of a lifetime, Adam travels along the untouched beauty of Australia’s Western Coast, 
through the baking desert of the Red Centre and onto the tree changer’s paradise of 
northern New South Wales, and even hops over the ditch to New Zealand,  taking in 
secret destinations that most city-dwellers wouldn’t even know exist. Tonight, Adam 
begins his culinary road trip in the northern tip of Western Australia, discovering food 
heroes who are putting community first, and the delights of mud crab and pearl meat. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G CC   

 
9:30 pm Versailles - Louis welcomes the African Prince Annaba to Versailles. To gain access to 

African territories, Louis play his trump card, his wife Marie-Therese. In the north, the 
indomitable Duke of Cassel harbours the scheming Moncourt. Accounts of Philippe's 
prowess on the battlefield trouble Louis. In the court, the Marchioness of Montespan 
overshadows Louise de Valliere, making her a rival of Henriette, who's determined to 
maintain her position in the King's bed. (S.1 Ep.2) (From France, in English) (Drama 
Series) (Class. tba) CC **New Double Episodes** 

 
11:20 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:30 pm Tehroun - Ibrahim leaves his family to try his luck in Tehran. But he soon ends up working 

for a child-trafficking gang, begging for money in the traffic with the use of a stolen baby. 
One day he leaves the baby with a friend, who promptly loses the child. This leaves 
Ibrahim at the mercy of the gangl chief who threatens to kill him if he is not compensated 
for the loss. Winner of the International Critics' Week Award at the 2009 Venice Film 
Festival. Directed by Nader T. Homayoun and stars Ali Ebdali, Sara Bahrami and Farzin 
Modades. (From Iran, in Farsi) (Mystery/Crime) (2009) (Rpt) M (A)   

 
1:20 am Ainsley Harriott's Street Food - Palermo - Popular British chef and author Ainsley 

Harriott travels the globe looking for new street food, finding adventure and great cooking 
on route. Tonight, Ainsley visits Palermo, on the Italian island of Sicily, where he joins the 
mayor on a tour of a street market, and learns about the campaign to protect the vendors 
from organised crime. Ainsley also prepares seafood pasta on the beach, using freshly 
caught tuna, and samples local delicacies including fried calamari, stuffed sardines and 
the island's unique recipe for pesto. In Sicily, Ainsley enters street food heaven with 
stuffed sardines, fresh tuna, arancini and fried calamari. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Food 
Series) (Rpt)  G CC   

 
2:15 am Who Do You Think You Are? - Lesley Garrett - Leading British soprano Lesley Garrett 

was born in South Yorkshire in 1955, into what seemed a typical working-class family. Yet 
when she peers beneath the surface and embarks on some family history research, she 
discovers that a talent for music has run in her family for several generations. (From the 
UK, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC WS   
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3:20 am Wild West With Ray Mears - Great Plains - Internationally renowned bushcraft expert 

and survivalist, Ray Mears, explores how the awe-inspiring landscape of North America 
shaped the story of the Wild West. How did the mountain ranges, the Great Plains and the 
deserts challenge the westward push of the early pioneers? As Ray travels through each 
landscape, he discovers how extraordinary topography, extreme weather, wild animals 
and ecology presented both great opportunity and even greater challenges for Native 
Americans, mountain men, fur traders, wagon-masters, homesteaders, gold miners, 
lumberjacks, cowboys and lawmen of the Wild West. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG(A) CC   

 
4:15 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, an Iraqi kitchen in Victoria; the 
Rattlesnake Grill in Neutral Bay; Mrs Smith's Pies of Hobart; and a Dutch-Indonesian feast 
prepared by the Arona Christian community in Kuranda. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:50 am Swim - 'She' dives toward something unclear, leaving behind the safety of the known - 

rewarding regardless of the outcome. From conception to completion, Swim was made in 
the space of four weeks - the first collaboration between Director Isabelle Pearl Love-Dack 
and Screenwriter, Producer and Star Isabella Jane Giovinazzo since they graduated from 
Swinburne Film School. (From Australia) (Short) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) (PG) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm The Highwaymen: Friends Till The End - 31 years ago, country music legends and dear 

friends Johnny Cash, Waylon Jennings, Kris Kristofferson and Willie Nelson joined forces 
as the supergroup The Highwaymen. This feature-length documentary will feature archival 
footage as well as new interviews with Kristofferson and Nelson - the two remaining 
Highwaymen - and others who collaborated with the Highwaymen or were influenced by 
them. (From the US) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:00 pm The Point Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of contemporary life 

within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening and redefining the 
news and current affairs landscape. (An NITV Production)   
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3:30 pm Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Bangers And Mash - British classics sausages and 

mashed potato, and treacle tart with ice cream, get the Blumenthal treatment. Heston’s 
search for perfect pork takes him to Ludlow on the Welsh border to visits the annual food 
and drink festival’s most popular event: the sausage competition. The chef then turns his 
attention to dessert and, whilst assistants Jocky and Mary Ellen experiment with different 
syrups in the lab, he visits the University of Reading to test his filling in a gas 
chromatograph. He then gets hands-on with a herd of Guernsey cows at White Waltham 
Farm in his search for rich, creamy milk. By adding dry ice, he is able to make a delicious, 
smooth ice cream within seconds of it leaving the cow! (Ep.1 of 2) (From the UK) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:00 pm Heston's In Search Of Perfection - Black Forest Gateaux - Continuing his quest for 

culinary perfection, Heston Blumenthal travels to Germany’s Black Forest in an attempt to 
revitalise the region’s famous gateau and transform it from tired Seventies favourite to 
21st-century taste sensation.Heston’s journey begins with a visit to Baden Baden and the 
250-year-old Café Konig, which claims to have invented the Schwarzwalder Kirschtorte 
(aka Black Forest gâteau). The chef is given access to the café’s recipe for the famous 
cake by its master baker, Volker Gmeiner. Fired up with inspiration, he returns to his own 
kitchen lab in the UK, where he and his pastry chef, Jocky, experiment with the layering of 
the cake – with the help of a vacuum nozzle! (Ep.2 of 2) (From the UK) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) G CC   

 
4:30 pm Thai Street Food With David Thompson - In the final episode of Thai Street Food, we 

look at modern Bangkok and the cosmopolitan city that it has become. David reflects on 
his journey of Thai foodand culture, and what it means to him. (From Australia) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC 

 
5:00 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)   
 
5:30 pm Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against 

each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along 
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:00 pm Nigellissima - Nigella shares her culinary talent as she presents delicious Italian-inspired 

food. In this episode, Nigella reveals a secret passion for one of the tastes of Italy with her 
dark and deviant liquorice pudding, before introducing us to the joys of fregola - the 
Sardinian sun-dried and toasted couscous - in a light, tomato-hued recipe of couscous 
with clams. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the UK) G CC 

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:30 pm Empire Of The Tsars: Romanov Russia - The Age of Extremes - Lucy Worsley 

examines the extraordinary reign of Catherine the Great, and the traumatic conflict with 
Napoleonic France that provides the setting for the novel War and Peace. She begins in 
the 18th century, when the great palaces of the Romanovs were built. Built in Romanov 
Russia, blood was always intermingled with gold - these splendid interiors were the 
backdrop to affairs, coups and murder. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) 
PG CC **New Episode**  
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 MOVIE: 
8:35 pm The Other Boleyn Girl - A sumptuous and sensual tale of intrigue, romance and betrayal 

set against the backdrop of a defining moment in European history: two beautiful sisters, 
Anne and Mary Boleyn, driven by their family's blind ambition, compete for the love of the 
handsome and passionate King Henry VIII. (From the UK) (Movie) (2008) (Class. tba) CC  

 
10:40 pm SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national 

and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS 
Production) CC   

 
 MOVIE: 
11:15 pm Heaven - Set in Turin, Italy. Pained by the police’s lax investigation following her 

husband’s drug death, Philippa places a bomb in the drug dealer’s cover office, which kills 
four innocent people by mistake. She is arrested and questioned about her motives. 
Filippo, the official translator, believes in her innocence, and conceives a plan for her 
escape. Nominated for the Golden Bear at Berlin, 2002. Directed by Tom Tykwer and 
stars Cate Blanchett, Giovanni Ribisi and Remo Girone. (From the US, in English and 
Italian, English subtitles) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) MA (S) CC   

 
12:55 am Coast - Sea And The City - This episode of Coast explores some surprising stories that 

connect our great cities to the sea. Nick Crane pays tribute to the astonishing port of 
Immingham, and Tessa Dunlop looks at the far-sighted steps that were taken to prevent 
the Luftwaffe from flooding London during the Blitz. Ruth Goodman investigates the 
clandestine coastal sex trade that scandalised Victorian Britain, and Mark Horton reveals 
how Greenwich became an epicentre of global sea navigation. In Liverpool, world 
champion free runner Ryan Doyle shows off his skills as he sprints and leaps around the 
city's docklands. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
2:05 am Coast - Winter - In a dramatic, storm-lashed climax to series nine of Coast, the team 

explore what becomes of our coast in winter. In this secret season our shore is battered 
by wild weather - but teeming with life if you know where to look. Nick Crane visits 
Cornwall, and discovers that wild winter seas bring surprising benefits to the Cornish 
coast. Neil Oliver experiences the extraordinary Viking Fire Festival on Shetland, where 
massed ranks of Viking warriors go on parade. Andy Torbet, meanwhile, is on the Isle of 
St Kilda in Scotland’s western Isles, observing a flock of feral sheep during the mating 
season. (Final) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
3:15 am Secrets Of The Irish Landscape - Derek Mooney follows in the footsteps of one of 

Ireland's greatest unsung scientists, Robert Lloyd Praeger.In tonight's final episode, Derek 
discovers how the modern Irish landscape came to be, as waves of invaders and new 
ideas were imported into the country. He examines how each phase of its history left an 
indelible mark on the land, none more so than the Great Famine, a period of mass 
starvation, disease and emigration in the 1850s. (Part 3 of 3) (From Ireland) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:10 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Macedonian food in inner city 
Perth; North African spices in Rozelle; organic meats at the Byron Bay Butchery; and 
African ladies day at Newtown. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:45 am Poppy - Set in a cinema multiplex before the digital age, when films came on reels not 

portable hard-drives. Inspired by screenwriter Niki Aken's experience as a projectionist 
during university, this Australian drama is based on the reactions of people she has shown 
into the projection room. (From Australia) (Drama) (Short Film) (Rpt) MA(L) CC    
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5:00 am CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television 
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

 
5:30 am NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK, 

delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in 
English.   

 
6:00 am France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.   
 
6:30 am Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.   
 
7:00 am Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in 

English.   
 
7:30 am Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
8:10 am Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.   
 
8:40 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
9:30 am Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and 

Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.   
 
2:00 pm Small Business Secrets - Take a look at how writing code is becoming a girl thing; see 

how one woman is forging ahead with her family business in the male-dominated taxi 
sector; and Mia Freedman shares how she turned her redundancy into a media empire. 
(S.1 Ep.5) (An SBS Production) CC   

 
2:30 pm The Rise and Rise of Donald Trump - Since announcing his candidacy, Donald Trump is 

everywhere. To him, nothing is taboo and no policy is too outlandish to embrace. This 
billionaire candidate has become the champion of the everyday American. Trump’s 
campaign was followed over 200 days. His ex-employees, childhood friends, billionaire 
buddies, supporters and critics are all spotlighted to gain insight on what a Trump 
presidency would really be like. (From France, in English) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
3:35 pm Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, Maeve discovers how luscious 
strawberries can make the perfect love potion, and Joanna joins a group of high school 
students in rural Victoria on a very unusual cooking lesson. (An SBS Production) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) G CC   
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4:05 pm The Classic Car Show - Series celebrating classic cars presented by Quentin Willson 

and Jodie Kidd. In this episode, Jodie straps herself in for heart-stopping ride around 
downtown LA with an obsessive fan of Porsche 911s, while Quentin hits the cooler side of 
the city, riding round Hollywood in a 1955 Thunderbird. (From the UK) (Documentary) 
(Rpt) PG CC   

 
5:00 pm Cycling: La Vuelta Highlights - Daily highlights of the 2016 La Vuelta a Espana with all 

the action from the tour of Spain. (From Spain) (Sport) (Cycling)    
 
5:30 pm Who Do You Think You Are? - Rupert Everett - Rupert Everett's varied acting career 

has involved starring in some of Hollywood’s most diverse films. Rupert has a rigidly 
conservative background, and feels that much of his own life has been a reaction against 
it. Following the recent death of his father, Rupert wants to investigate the paternal side of 
his family. He discovers that his grandfather Cyril held an important role in Nigeria for the 
Colonial Service. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
6:30 pm SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international 

news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)   
 
7:35 pm Million Dollar American Princesses - Wedding of the Century - The year 1895 saw the 

multi-million dollar Anglo-American marriage trade reached its height. Telling the shocking 
story of how Consuelo Vanderbilt was forced to marry the Duke of Marlborough, this 
drama-documentary features exclusive access to some of Britain's stately homes and rare 
interviews with Consuelo's descendants. (Part 2 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary 
Series) G CC **New Episode** 

 
 MOVIE: 
8:30 pm You Will Meet A Tall Dark Stranger - Wrritten and directed by Woody Allen, this film 

follows a pair of married couples, Alfie (Anthony Hopkins) and Helena (Gemma Jones), 
and their daughter Sally (Naomi Watts) and husband Roy (Josh Brolin), as their passions, 
ambitions, and anxieties lead them into trouble and out of their minds. (From the US) 
(Movie) (Drama) (2010) M(L) CC   

 
10:20 pm Rockwiz - Judy Collins & Tim Freedman - Rock music's most famous faces continue to 

mix it with the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian 
Nankervis adjudicates over the mayhem. This week's special guests are folk legend Judy 
Collins and front man for The Whitlams, Tim Freedman. (Commissioned by SBS) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC   

 
11:15 pm La Vuelta - Stage 14 - Stage coverage of the La Vuelta a Espana. The 2016 race is 

shaping up to be a memorable edition of Spain's Grand Tour. (From Spain) (Sport) 
(Cycling) **Live to Eastern States** 

 
2:00 am Witnesses - Sandra Winckler and Paul Maisonneuve have proof: Kaz Gorbier is alive. 

Paul's sworn enemy is probably the one digging up the bodies. As they hunt Kaz and his 
accomplices, Paul and Sandra discover another set-up: more bodies in a new show-
home. (S.1,Ep.3) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)   

 
3:05 am Witnesses - Kaz Gorbier steps into action and reveals himself: he kidnaps his own family 

and lures Paul Maisonneuve into a trap. Will Sandra Winckler be able to foil Gorbier's 
schemes? Will she solve the numerous mysteries building up around the show-home 
case? (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,L)   
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4:00 am Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to 

explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the Mahjong Club in Darwin; 
Czech summer fruit dumplings; ginger beer brewed the old fashioned way in Tasmania; 
and an Italian family lunch at Southbank. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC   

 
4:35 am Spine - Nick is a young quadriplegic struggling to come to terms with his injury. Whilst 

waiting for his girlfriend in a supermarket carpark, he witnesses a brutal crime. Trapped in 
his car, he is powerless to intervene. (Short Film) (Drama) (Rpt) MA(L) CC   

 
4:50 am How The Light Gets In - A documentary portrait of artist and mother Susie Dureau, who 

uses painting as a way of processing significant events in her life. (Australia) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   

 


